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NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY OF NIGERIA 

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE, PLOT 91, CADASTRAL ZONE, NNAMDI AZIKIWE 

EXPRESS WAY, JABI, ABUJA 

2020_1 EXAMINATION 

 

DEPARTMENT OF JURISPRUDENCE AND INTERNATIONAL LAW 

FACULTY OF LAW 

COURSE CODE: JIL 532  

COURSE TITLE:  MARITIME LAW 11 

TIME: 3 Hour 

 

INSTRUCTION: ANSWER QUESTION 1 (ONE) AND ANY OTHER 3 (THREE).  

 
 

1. A collision occurs between two cargo carrying vessels, Alpha  and Beta. Alpha call for 

emergency assistance is answered by Garma, a station keeping salvage tug own by Delta Salvors. 

A salvage contract was concluded for the salvage of the said ship. Alpha has been divided by the 

collision,  Garma takes Alpha in tow and makes for the nearest port of refuge. The master of 

Garma, however, misread a navigational charts, consequently, Alpha hit a submerged wreck and 

sustains serious damage. Fuel starts to leak. Fortunately another tug boat “Enjilar power tug”, 

own by Zetam shipping, happens to be  in the vicinity.  Zetam agrees to assist Delta. Working 

together the two tugs  succeeded in the enabling  Alpha to reached the intended port of refuge for 

the safety of its cargo. In the aftermath of the collision with Alpha, the master of Beta initially 

believes  that his vessel has sustained only minor damage two days later, a worsen weather 

condition reveals that significant damage has been sustained. 

Discuss the salvage issues arising out of the above facts. 25 Marks 

 

2. You have been ask to write a report regarding who may received freight in the carriage of 

goods by sea. Analyse five principal parties to whom freight be  payable, when would this be the 

case and are there exceptions? 15 Marks 

 

3. Discuss the rights and obligations of the mortgagor in respect of a mortgage contract  who 

intends  to mortgage his ship  named “The sea wonders” for a loan of 500, 000, 000 naira with 

Bank of Altimate of  the Republic Banguda. 15 Marks 
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4. What do you understand the concept of good faith maritime insurance and the material facts 

which must be disclosed? 15 Marks. 

 

5. What are the grounds that give rise to hot pursuit of an offending foreign ship in the territorial 

waters of a coastal state? When a pursuit ship runs and enters in a third party state’s exclusive 

economic zone. Do you have the right to pursuit the offending ship into a third country which 

runs and enters  territorial water of another state without its permission?15 marks 

6. With the aid of judicial authorities explain in detail what is subrogation and  in maritime law 

and SCOPIC clause in the contract of carriage of goods by sea . 15 Marks 
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